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Future of High Energy Physics

is too ambitious a topic, because 
• its scope: accelerator-based, non-accelerator, astro-

particle & cosmic connections … 
• its depth: deep into unknowns, with theoretical 

concepts, experimental techniques … 
• its scale: international, interdisciplinary, tens of 

thousand researchers, multi-$B annual investment
• its connectivity: philosophy, society, politics

Under the Higgs Lamppost
Would have to be (personally) selective:



Antient Quest: What is the world made of? 

Ancient Greeks four elements:
“wood, water, fire, earth”.
And “atoms”: indivisible.

Human being’s curiosity about Nature drives 
the development of physics & basic science!

High Energy Physics = Particle Physics

With high energy means à Reach shorter distances 
à smaller constituents / the laws of Nature

Ancient Chinese five phases:
“metal, wood, water, fire, earth”.

• Chemical elements/molecules: ~10-10 m (1860)

• Planetary atom: nucleus <10-15 m (1909)



The plan:
• Past: Uninterrupted discoveries in the past 50 

years. 

• Current status: The completion of the “Standard 
Model” leaves many fundamental questions.

• Future: Pathways to seek for answers.

• High energy physics & Society



A planetary atom, the nucleus
Accelerated !-particles to bombard 

a Gold foil target
(1908)

(1911)

• A heavy charged nucleus!
• Accelerated particles can probe deep inside!

à Rutherford’s legendary experiment still  
leads the way for high energy physics.

Coulomb scattering 
between two charges: 

d� / (↵Z1Z2)2

(q2)2

⇡ (↵Z1Z2)2

4E2 sin4 ✓/2



What is a “Proton” ?
Rutherford discovered it as the hydrogen nucleus: 

a positively charged point-like heavy particle < 10-9 m. 
He named it “Proton” (Greek for “first”) in 1920, as a 

fundamental particle, a building block for other nuclei.

• In the 50’s: spatial distribution  
• In 1968-’70: Deeply In-elastic Scattering at SLAC:
“scaling behavior” à Point-like constituents:

(1990)

d� / (↵Z1Z2)2

(q2)2
4M2

p

q2 + 4M2
p

Feynman’s “partons”



M. Gell-Mann (1963):  
Nucleons (p, n) ≈ 3 quarks: 

“up” quark (Q=+2/3), 
“down” quark (-1/3)
And all “hadrons”

“Quarks” as the constituents

Some new unstable mesons 
à there is the “strange quark”

Charge-Parity symmetry violation 
was discovered in 1964 in K0 system.

(James Cronin et al.)

(1969)

(1980)



There are more quarks …

(1976)Heavy quark “charm”:
1974 November revolution

Heavy quark “bottom/beauty”:
1977 @ FNAL

B-Factories@SLAC/KEK:
CP violation

(Belle II Pitt involvement) 

(2008)



And last, in 1995 …
(Pitt/CMU contributions)

Still a mystery: top quark mass ~ 175 mp
as heavy as a gold atom!



Why no free quarks seen?!

At long distances > 10-15 m

Electromagnetism vs. Strong force

V = - αem/r
V = - αs/r + k r

(1935)

(2008)

• Strong force results in a confinement phase:   e-mπ r/r2

• Quarks condensate (color-neutral):                π0, π±… 
Hadrons p+, n… formed: Most of the (luminous) mass! 



• At short distances/high energies asymptotically
free (anti-screening effects)

The strong force: Quantum Chromo-Dynamics

L = �1
4
F a

µ⌫F aµ⌫ +
nfX

f

q̄f (i�µ@µ � gs�
µAµ �mf )qf

Fµ⌫ = @µA⌫ � @µA⌫ + igs[Aµ, A⌫ ]

Aµ(x) =
8X

1

A(x)µ
a T a, [T a, T b] = ifabcT

c.

Perturbative, predictable at high energies: 
Crucial for HEP, early Universe cosmology …

(2004)

↵s(Q2) =
12⇡

(33� 2nf ) ln(Q2/⇤2)

Asymptotic freedom
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There is a “weak force”: Beta decay n à p+ e- ν

• Fermi’s “neutrino” (1934): 
Inspired by EM current-current interactions, 
4-fermion interaction was proposed:

• Pauli’s “neutron” (1930): a little neutral 
particle escaping from detection.

14

The Weak force: Quark & Lepton Flavor Transitions
Beta decay n à p+ e- ν➔ Charged current interaction:
W±

Lweak = �GFp
2

Jµ(p+n)Jµ(e�⌫)

force range ⇠
p

GF ⇠M�1
W ⇠ 10�18m

Inspired by EM current-current interactions,
Fermi proposed (1934)

à

“The most tiny quantity of reality ever 
imagined by a human being”
- νe: 1956 Cowen-Reines

- ν!: 1962 Lederman-Schwartz-Steinberger

- ν": 2000, “DONUT” collaboration, FNAL
Research still going on strong (Pitt involvement)

(1995)
(1988)
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Why the weak force so “weak”?
(or neutrinos so illusive?)

Lweak = �GFp
2

Jµ(p+n)Jµ(e�⌫)

force range ⇠
p

GF ⇠M�1
W ⇠ 10�18m

suppression owing to a heavy particle?

(1979)



(1984)

Weak bosons W+-, Z0 discovered
@ CERN, as estimated M < 100 GeV

Rubbia & van de Meer
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“If a LOCAL gauge symmetry is 
spontaneously broken, then the 
gauge boson acquires a mass by 
absorbing the Goldstone mode.”

15

PRL

PLB

PRL

PRL

Gauge symmetries prevent the mass terms?
The Higgs mechanism (1964)

The Higgs Magic!



v = (
p

2GF )�1/2 ⇡ 246 GeV
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You are here

mH ≈ 126 GeV 	

Question 1: The Nature of EWSB ?	

V (|�|) = �µ
2�†� + �(�†�)2

) µ
2
H

2 + �vH
3 +

�

4
H

4

Fully determined at the weak scale:	
v = (

p
2GF )�1/2 ⇡ 246 GeV

m2
H

= 2µ2 = 2�v2 ) µ ⇡ 89 GeV, � ⇡ 1
8
.

In the SM:	

24	

It is a weakly coupled new force, 
underwent a 2nd order phase transition.	

Is there anything else?	

You are here	

<|Φ|> =

Thus, where ever is mass, there will be H!
The couplings to SM particles: m ! m(1 + H

v
)

And its own mass and self-couplings:
V (|�|) ⇠ �v

2
H

2 + �vH
3 + �

4H
4

A new vacuum state, 
with H as the excitation.

The vacuum we live

Shake the vacuum up!



Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
• proton-proton collider  at 

CERN, Geneva

• 14 TeV energy by design 

• Protons move 7 mph slower 
than the speed of light

• Beam kinetic energy: aircraft 
carrier at 15 knot = 30 km/h!
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Requires detectors of unprecedented scales
• Two large multi-

purpose detectors

• ATLAS has 8 times 
the volume of CMS

(Pitt involvement)

• CMS is 12,000 tons 
(2 x’s ATLAS)

(CMU involvement)



The discovery:          
A neutral boson decay to two photons

Phys. Lett. B716, 30 (2012)Phys. Lett. B716, 1 (2012)

The combined signal significance:
ATLAS: 5.9σ CMS: 5.0σ 

At λ ≈ 10-9 nm.

July 4th, 2012
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François Englert and Peter W. Higgs (2013)
"for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that contributes to 
our understanding of the origin of mass of subatomic particles, 
and which recently was confirmed through the discovery of the 

predicted fundamental particle, by the ATLAS and CMS 
experiments at CERN's Large Hadron Collider"

July 4th, 2012:
A milestone discovery
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The EW Unification: The “Standard Model”

SU(3)c

SU(2)L

U(1)Y

triplet
doublet

singlet

(1979, SM) (1999, renormalizbility)

~ 50 years from quarks / DIS / Higgs mechanism!



Michelson–Morley experiments (1887):
“the moving-off point for the theoretical aspects 

of the second scientific revolution”

Will History repeat itself (soon)?

“... most of the grand underlying principles 
have been firmly established. (An eminent 
physicist remarked that) the future truths of 
physical science are to be looked for in the 
sixth place of decimals. ”

--- Albert Michelson (1894)

With the Higgs discovery, completion of the SM:
A relativistic, QM, renormalizable, self-consistent theory, 

valid up to an exponentially high scale! … MPl ?
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1. Electroweak Super-Conductivity
More puzzles …

We are living in an EW superconducting phase!
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It’s like Landau-Ginzburg Theory:

F = ↵(T )| |2 + �(T )

2
| |4

| |2 = �↵(T )
�(T )

A mean-field phenomenological theory to describe 
Type-I superconductivity for a second order phase 
transition, by an “order parameter”   

BCS as the underlying theory to understand 
the dynamical mechanisms, Cooper pairs, 
and Bose-Einstein condensation.
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In a 2014 report, a “Higgs mode” of Tera Hertz 
(1012 Hz, 10-3 eV) vibration observed!



v = (
p

2GF )�1/2 ⇡ 246 GeV
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It’s NOT Landau-Ginzburg Theory
In the SM, with a scalar field, 

mH ≈ 126 GeV 	

Question 1: The Nature of EWSB ?	

V (|�|) = �µ
2�†� + �(�†�)2

) µ
2
H

2 + �vH
3 +

�

4
H

4

Fully determined at the weak scale:	
v = (

p
2GF )�1/2 ⇡ 246 GeV

m2
H

= 2µ2 = 2�v2 ) µ ⇡ 89 GeV, � ⇡ 1
8
.

In the SM:	
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It is a weakly coupled new force, 
underwent a 2nd order phase transition.	

Is there anything else?	

You are here	

<|Φ|> = mH =
p
2�v = 125 GeV

The Universe underwent a second order phase transition; 
The vacuum is a Type II  EW superconductor.

 ⌘ penetration depth
coherence length = mH

MW

⇡ 1.5

• A scalar field, a consistent relativistic quantum 
mechanical field theory, valid to high scales.

• The Higgs boson weakly coupled, 
a very narrow resonant particle: Γ/mh ≈ 10-5.  

• Elementary up to a scale >1000 GeV!
• BCS dynamical theory: Higgs composite at M?
• Elementary particle protected by symmetry: SUSY?

à We need an answer !



These possibilities are associated with totally di↵erent underlying dynam-
ics for electroweak symmetry breaking than the SM, requiring new physics
beyond the Higgs around the weak scale. They also have radically di↵er-
ent theoretical implications for naturalness, the hierarchy problem and the
structure of quantum field theory.

The leading di↵erence between these possibilities shows up in the cubic
Higgs self-coupling. In the SM, minimizing the potential gives v2 = 2|m|

2/�.
Expanding around this minimum h = (v + H)/

p
2 gives V (H) = 1

2m
2
H

H2 +
1
6µH3 + · · · , with m2

H
= �v2 and µSM = 3(m2

H
/v). Consider the example

with the quartic balancing against a sextic and, for the sake of simplicity to
illustrate the point, let’s take the limit where the m2 term in the potential
can be neglected. The potential is now minimized for v2 = 2|�|⇤2, and we
find m2

H
= �v2, µ = 7m2

H
/v = (7/3)µSM , giving an O(1) deviation in the

cubic Higgs coupling relative to the SM. In the case with the non-analytic
(h†h)2 log(h†h) potential, the cubic self-coupling is µ = (5/3)µSM .

Even larger departures from the standard picture are possible — we don’t
even know whether the dynamics of symmetry breaking is well-approximated
by a single light, weakly coupled scalar, as there may be a number of light
scalars, and not all of them need be weakly coupled!

Nature of EW phase transition

- Consider a model Higgs + singlet
Simplest, but also hardest to discover.
Good testing case.

h

Wednesday, August 13, 14

?

See also Jing Shu and Tao Liu’s talk

Tuesday, January 20, 15

Figure 8: Question of the nature of the electroweak phase transition.

Understanding this physics is also directly relevant to one of the most fun-
damental questions we can ask about any symmetry breaking phenomenon,
which is what is the order of the associated phase transition. Is the elec-
troweak transition a cross-over, or might it have been strongly first-order
instead? And how do we attack this question experimentally? This question
is another obvious next step following the Higgs discovery: having understood

17
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All we know:

à Could lead to order 1 modification on λhhh,
leading to strong 1st order EW phase transition!
Significant impact on early universe cosmology!

à We need an answer !

With new physics near the EW scale could modify 
the Higgs potential:

2. The Electroweak Phase Transition

2.1. General Remarks

For decades, particle physics has been driven by the question of what
breaks the electroweak symmetry. With the discovery of the Higgs, we have
discovered the broad outlines of the answer to this question: the symmetry
breaking is associated with at least one weakly coupled scalar field. However,
this gives us only a rough picture of the physics, leaving a number of zeroth
order questions wide open that must be addressed experimentally, but can-
not be definitively settled at the LHC. These questions include what is the
shape of the symmetry breaking potential, and how is electroweak symmetry
restored at high scales.

The SM picture for electroweak symmetry breaking follows the Landau-
Ginzburg parametrization of second-order phase transitions,

V (h) = m2
h
h†h +

1

2
�(h†h)2, (5)

with m2
h

< 0 and � > 0. This is the simplest picture theoretically, and the
one we would expect on the grounds of e↵ective field theory, in which we
include the leading relevant and marginal operators to describe low energy
physics. On the other hand, as we will review in more detail in our discussion
of naturalness, this picture is far from innocuous or “obviously correct” —
for instance it is precisely this starting point that leads to the all vexing
mysteries of the hierarchy problem!

The central scientific program directly continuing from the discovery of
the Higgs must thus explore whether this simplest parametrization of elec-
troweak symmetry breaking is actually the one realized in Nature. And while
we have discovered the Higgs, we are very far from having confirmed this pic-
ture experimentally. As illustrated in Fig. 8, the LHC will only probe the
small, quadratic oscillations around the symmetry breaking vacuum, without
giving us any idea of the global structure of the potential. For example, the
potential could trigger symmetry breaking by balancing a negative quartic
against a positive sextic [14, 15, 16], i.e.

V (h) ! m2
h
(h†h) +

1

2
�(h†h)2 +

1

3!⇤2
(h†h)3, (6)

with � < 0. The potential might not even be well-approximated by a poly-
nomial function, and may instead be fundamentally non-analytic, as in the
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early Coleman-Weinberg proposal for symmetry breaking [17]:

V (h) !
1

2
�(h†h)2log


(h†h)

m2

�
. (7)

These possibilities are associated with totally di↵erent underlying dynam-
ics for electroweak symmetry breaking than the SM, requiring new physics
beyond the Higgs around the weak scale. They also have radically di↵er-
ent theoretical implications for naturalness, the hierarchy problem and the
structure of quantum field theory.

Nature of EW phase transition

- Consider a model Higgs + singlet
Simplest, but also hardest to discover.
Good testing case.

h

Wednesday, August 13, 14

?

See also Jing Shu and Tao Liu’s talk

Tuesday, January 20, 15

Figure 8: Question of the nature of the electroweak phase transition.

The leading di↵erence between these possibilities shows up in the cubic
Higgs self-coupling. In the SM, minimizing the potential gives v2 = 2|m|

2/�.
Expanding around this minimum h = (v + H)/

p
2 gives

V (H) =
1

2
m2

H
H2+

1

6
µH3+· · · , with m2

H
= �v2 and µSM = 3(m2

H
/v). (8)

Consider the example with the quartic balancing against a sextic and, for
the sake of simplicity to illustrate the point, let us take the limit where the
m2

h
term in the potential can be neglected. The potential is now minimized

for v2 = 2|�|⇤2, and we find

m2
H

= �v2, µ = 7m2
H

/v = (7/3)µSM , (9)

giving an O(1) deviation in the cubic Higgs coupling relative to the SM. In the
case with the non-analytic (h†h)2 log(h†h) potential, the cubic self-coupling
is µ = (5/3)µSM .
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2. Nature of the EW Phase Transition

(Coleman-Weinberg potential)



The Higgs potential: V = -µ2 |ϕ|2 + λ|ϕ|4

• In the SM, λ is a free parameter, now measured: 
λ = mH

2 / 2v2 ≈ 0.13 

• In composite/strong dynamics, harder to make λ
big enough. (due to the loop suppression by design) 

It represents a weakly coupled new force (a 5th force):

• In Supersymmetry, it is related to the gauge couplings
tree-level: λ = (gL

2 + gY
2)/8 ≈ 0.3/4 ß a bit too small

Measured mH already put constraints on theory:
too light to be heavy (SUSY);
too heavy to be light (new dynamics)

3. λ: a “New Force’’?

Is it fundamental? Or induced? 
Landau-Ginzburg<->BCS? Van der Waals<->Coulomb?
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Cancelation in perspective:
mH

2 = 36,127,890,984,789,307,394,520,932,878,928,933,023
−36,127,890,984,789,307,394,520,932,878,928,917,398

= (125 GeV)2 ! ?
Natural: O(1 TeV) new physics, associated with ttH.
Unknown: Deep UV-IR correlations: gravity at UV?
Agnostic: Multiverse/anthropic? 

4.  µ2: Higgs Mass Puzzle:
The Higgs potential: V = -µ2 |ϕ|2 + λ|ϕ|4
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How much “tune” is fine-tuned?

Nuclear physics? 

Atomic physics:
Rydberg const. E0 ~ α2 me à O(25 eV),   very natural!

Solar eclipses:

Earth Moon
Sun

rm/dm= 0.5583; rs/ds
=0.5450 at perigee 
à δθ/θ~2.10-2

rather unnatural!



Unbelievable! 4 mm2 / 20 cm2 ~ 10-3 fine-tune.

“Naturalness” à TeV scale new physics.
à We need an answer !

“Naturalness” in perspective:



-

LUX collaboration

GeV low mass:
DD difficult;
Collider complementary

100 GeV or higher mass:
DD + ID + HE Collider

5. The Dark Sector
The un-protected operator may reveal secret

Higgs portal: ksH
†H S�S,

k�

�
H†H �̄�.



• Particle mass hierarchy

6. The “Flavor Puzzle”

Higgs Yukawa 
couplings as the pivot!

• Patterns of quark, 
neutrino mixings

• New CP-violation 
sources?

m⌫ ⇠ 
hH0i2

M

The “seesaw” 
mechanism:



The list of puzzles continues …
7. Matter–Antimatter asymmetry

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that 
all matter & antimatter were created equal.

Then where is the anti-matter? 
8. E&M + Weak + Strong à single force?

Grand Unification? proton instability?
9. Larger space-time symmetry? 

Super-symmetry at EW scale? 
10. Cosmology: inflation, dark energy …

Does the Higgs play a role?
11. Quantum gravity? 

… … We need answers !



Five intertwined scientific Drivers 
wide study:� Use the Higgs boson as a new tool for discovery

� Pursue the physics associated with neutrino mass 

� Identify the new physics of dark matter

� Understand cosmic acceleration: dark energy and inflation

�  Explore the unknown: new particles, interactions,  
and physical principles.

� Large projects, in time order, include the Muon g-2 and Muon- 
to-electron Conversion (Mu2e) experiments at Fermilab, strong 
collaboration in the high-luminosity upgrades to the Large Hadron 
Collider (HL-LHC), and a U.S.-hosted Long Baseline Neutrino  
Facility (LBNF) that receives the world’s highest intensity neutrino 
beam from an improved accelerator complex (PIP-II) at Fermilab.

� U.S. involvement in a Japanese-hosted International Linear  
Collider (ILC), should it proceed, with stronger participation in 
more favorable budget scenarios.

� Areas with clear U.S. leadership in which investments in medium- 
and small-scale experiments have great promise for near-term  
discovery include dark matter direct detection, the Large Synoptic 
Survey Telescope (LSST), the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument 
(DESI), cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiments, short- 
baseline neutrino experiments, and a portfolio of small projects.

� Specific investments in particle accelerator, instrumentation, and 
computing research and development are required to support the 
program and to ensure the long-term productivity of the field.

Vibrant program for 
the next two decades!

Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5, 2014) 
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The High Luminosity LHC Project:
(operation 2026-2037)

CERN: HL-LHC is the top priority of the European Strategy 
for Particle Physics in its 2013 update, and is part of the 2016 
roadmap of the European Strategy Forum on Research 
Infrastructures. It is formally approved by CERN Council in 
June 2016.
U.S. DOE: HL-LHC Accelerator and ATLAS and CMS 
Detector upgrades are called out in the P5 strategy and are 
high-priority at DOE.

“No doubt that future high energy colliders are extremely challenging projects.

However, the correct approach, as scientists, is not to abandon our
exploratory spirit, nor give in to financial and technical challenges. The correct
approach is to use our creativity to develop the technologies needed to make
future projects financially and technically affordable.”

Fabiola Gianotti, DG CERN
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HE-LHC: 
The New Energy Frontier

physics goals:
• 2x LHC collision energy with FCC-hh magnet technology

• c.m. energy = 27 TeV ~ 14 TeV x 16 T/8.33T 

• target luminosity ≥ 4 x HL-LHC (cross section ∝1/E2)

key technologies:
• FCC-hh magnets (curved!) & FCC-hh vacuum system 

• HL-LHC crab cavities & electron lenses

beam:
• HL-LHC/LIU parameters (25 ns baseline, also 5 ns option)

HE-LHC design goals and basic choices

3/16/2018 Vladimir SHILTSEV | HE-LHC Accel Phys5



International Linear Collider 
as a Higgs Factory & beyond

Ecm (GeV) = 250 (Higgs), 500 (top), 1000 (new particles)
Lumi (ab-1) = 0.25 - 2

Under serious consideration in Japan:
(likely decision this year)
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“European Strategy for Particle Physics”
FCC (future circular collider): CERN

S. Su 11

HE-LHC 
27 km, 20T

33 TeV

 FCC-hh
80 /100 km, 16/20T 

100 TeV

FCC-ee
80/100 km

90 - 400 GeV

S. Su 11

HE-LHC 
27 km, 20T

33 TeV

 FCC-hh
80 /100 km, 16/20T 

100 TeV

FCC-ee
80/100 km

90 - 400 GeV
S. Su 11

HE-LHC 
27 km, 20T

33 TeV

 FCC-hh
80 /100 km, 16/20T 

100 TeV

FCC-ee
80/100 km

90 - 400 GeV
S. Su 11

HE-LHC 
27 km, 20T

33 TeV

 FCC-hh
80 /100 km, 16/20T 

100 TeV

FCC-ee
80/100 km

90 - 400 GeV
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S. Su 13

Qinhuangdao (〜ⲽዑε

50 km 

70 km 

easy access
300 km from Beijing
3 h by car
1 h by train 

Yifang Wang

CepC, SppC

“Chinese Toscana”

e+e-: 240 GeV
pp: 70-100 TeV

CEPC (circular e-e+)/SppC: China



An exciting journey ahead! 

“Naturally speaking”: 
Higgs boson may be a window to 
new physics!

Higgs

- Precision Higgs physics:
LHC lights the way: couplings~10%; λHHH ~ (20-50)%

Future Higgs factory/SppC:
Couplings~1%;  λHHH < 10%  Study the EW phase transition
Dark matter coupling ~ 2%   Search for the dark sector

- FCChh / SppC New physics reach:
New heavy particles~10 – 30 TeV à fine-tune < 10-4

(WIMP) DM mass reach ~ 1 – 5 TeV
- Neutrino, flavor physics / Dark matter searches

complementary.



Human being’s curiosity about Nature drives the 
development of physics & basic science!

HEP & Society

The outcome may have huge impact on society.
Technology: 

• Quantum mechanics à MRI, electronics in your hands
• General Relativity à GPS/Google Map 
• Accelerators à 30,000 in operation (other than HEP)!
• Big data à WWW (Tim Berners-Lee, 1990, CERN) 

& IT Neural Network, 
Machine Learning … 



HEP & Society

• The CERN model à established after WWII for
international collaboration: cultural, financial, scientific.

• Workforce training à a PhD investment 10x in return.

CERN (1954) FNAL (1967)

Fermilab’s founding director, Robert Wilson, responded to the question 
of how the laboratory would help defend the United States: 
“… It has nothing to do directly with defending our country except to 
make it worth defending.”



☛
Particle mass generation!

Electroweak phase transition?

Today’s puzzles:
DM, baryogenesis…

Next scale: under 
the Higgs lamppost?

☛

Concluding Remarks

Future of High Energy Physics Is Bright.
Future of Basic Science Is Bright.

Uninterrupted discoveries in the past 50 years led us to …
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Backup slides …
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HL-LHC: 
The Energy & Precision Frontier

4/4/18A. Valishev | HL-LHC Machine11

Timeline &(Goal:
Commissioning 20263(3(ab61 by(2037((250(fb61/y)

LRossi@CM26LARP-SLAC/18May2016 3

! = #×%&'()*+,-+%Levelled Luminosity

You are here
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Fastest Possible Technical Schedules

M. Benedikt

technical schedule defined by magnets program and by CE
→ earliest possible physics starting dates:
• FCC-hh: 2043
• FCC-ee: 2039
• HE-LHC:  2040 (with HL-LHC stop at LS5 / 2034)

HE-LHC
design &
construction

HE-LHC design & construction

Fastest Possible Technical Schedules

M. Benedikt

technical schedule defined by magnets program and by CE
→ earliest possible physics starting dates:
• FCC-hh: 2043
• FCC-ee: 2039
• HE-LHC:  2040 (with HL-LHC stop at LS5 / 2034)

HE-LHC
design &
construction

Fastest Possible Technical Schedules

M. Benedikt

technical schedule defined by magnets program and by CE
→ earliest possible physics starting dates:
• FCC-hh: 2043
• FCC-ee: 2039
• HE-LHC:  2040 (with HL-LHC stop at LS5 / 2034)

HE-LHC
design &
construction

• Options: FCC-ee @ 2039; FCC-hh @ 2043.

M. Benedikt, F. Zimmermann ‘17
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Nature News, July ’14

LHC Leads the Way: HL/HE-LHC (2015-2030)

ILC as Higgs Factory & beyond 

FCC?
CEPC/SppC?

e+e-&Z,240-350GeV

Ecm = 250 (Higgs), 500 (top), 1000 GeV



ILC: Ecm = 250 (500) GeV,  250 (500) fb-1

• Model-independent measurement: 
ΓH ~ 6%,    ΔmH ~ 30 MeV
(HL-LHC: assume SM, ΓH~ 5-8%,  ΔmH ~ 50 MeV)

• TLEP 106 Higgs: ΓH ~ 1%, ΔmH ~ 5 MeV.

Higgs-Factory: Mega (106) Higgs Physics

J
H
E
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Figure 7. The Higgs boson production cross section as a function of the centre-of-mass energy
in unpolarized e+e− collisions, as predicted by the HZHA program [39]. The thick red curve shows
the cross section expected from the Higgs-strahlung process e+e− → HZ, and the thin red curve
shows the fraction corresponding to the Z → νν̄ decays. The blue and pink curves stand for the
WW and ZZ fusion processes (hence leading to the Hνeν̄e and He+e− final states), including their
interference with the Higgs-strahlung process. The green curve displays the total production cross
section. The dashed vertical lines indicate the centre-of-mass energies at which TLEP is expected
to run for five years each,

√
s = 240GeV and

√
s ∼ 2mtop.

rapidly decreasing with the new physics scale Λ, typically like 1/Λ2. For Λ = 1TeV,

departures up to 5% are expected [7, 8]. To discover new physics through its effects on the

Higgs boson couplings with a significance of 5σ, it is therefore necessary to measure these

couplings to fermions and gauge bosons with a precision of at least 1%, and at the per-mil

level to reach sensitivity to Λ larger than 1TeV, as suggested at by the negative results of

the searches at the LHC.

The number of Higgs bosons expected to be produced, hence the integrated luminosity

delivered by the collider, are therefore key elements in the choice of the right Higgs factory

for the future of high-energy physics: a per-mil accuracy cannot be reached with less

than a million Higgs bosons. The Higgs production cross section (obtained with the HZHA

generator [39]), through the Higgs-strahlung process e+e− → HZ and the WW or ZZ fusion

processes, is displayed in figure 7. A possible operational centre-of-mass energy is around

255GeV, where the total production cross section is maximal and amounts to 210 fb.

The luminosity profile of TLEP as a function of the centre-of-mass energy (figure 3)

leads to choose a slightly smaller value, around 240GeV, where the total number of Higgs

bosons produced is maximal, as displayed in figure 8. The number of WW fusion events

has a broad maximum for centre-of-mass energies between 280 and 360GeV. It is therefore

convenient to couple the analysis of the WW fusion with the scan of the tt̄ threshold, at√
s around 350GeV, where the background from the Higgs-strahlung process is smallest

and most separated from the WW fusion signal.
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